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CEO Dr. Issa Al Balushi and Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
met up their counterparts early part of this year in the
United Kingdom as part of their efforts in maintaining
an academic affiliation relationship.

Families with Special Needs children need not to
mourn and worry for their uncertainties, lost potentials
and learning opportunities because Gulf College takes
the lead role and makes a sweet triumph on its heightening campaign and advocacy paving its unwavering
milestone to Special Needs students in the Sultanate of
Oman.
This increasing motivation entrenched in the goal of GC
prompted its administration to hold
a Knowledge Forum at the H-Hall
on sign language which is a feltneed to meet the crucial needs and
to better communicate with the SN
students in the campus.
Ms. Rida Bakhit Abd Rabou Diab,
the resource speaker in the forum
and a lecturer of SN classes at the
FFS, confirmed that SN students
meet difficulties in dealing and
communicating with the regular
students of the college which de-

The meeting is recapitulated as a
time to learn new information, network with SU administration, and
explore best practices, the two
administrators mentioned.
They further elucidated that the visit
was significant because they were
able to learn latest development in
relevant teaching and learning
issues in the higher education
sector which are all geared towards
the development of quality and upto-date awards.
They likewise cited that their visit
concentrated in meeting SU Vice
Chancellor Prof. Michael Gunn to
discuss the groundbreaking news

CEO Dr. Issa

Dean Dr. Taki

and final plan in moving to the new
campus in Mabela. Dr. Issa informed Prof. Gunn that the administration will proudly move the GC
into the new campus as its inauguration is expected by 2014.
They likewise met Ms. Chris Slade,
Director of Partnership, to foster the
academic partnership SU and GC
have.
(Continued to Page 2)

nies their richer and productive
learning and social experiences. All
these minuses which hardly hit the
SN students are faced as GC eradicates these barriers troubling them
from enjoying eventually their stay
in the campus and in surmounting
challenges the curriculum offers.
She likewise noted that learning the
language of the SN students will
give GC the right route in providing
the needs they most deserve and in
putting them in the mainstream of
the society. She cited enthusiastically in an interview, "The weakThe front perspective of the soon to open new campus of Gulf College in Mabela, Muscat City.
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nesses of our SN students are our
amazing strengths to keep us forging in enriching our SN curriculum
as mandated by the Ministry of
Higher Education (MoHE) and in
consonance with the educational
trust of the Sultanate."
Meanwhile, the staff from the three
faculties confessed that the forum
helped them gain understanding of
the actual needs and services
needed by the SN students of the
Faculty of Foundation Studies
(FFS) and Faculty of Business
Studies (FBS). It is reported in the

forum that the SN students of the
FFS intend to take computing
course after one more semester at
the foundation department. This
gives the Faculty of Computing
Sciences (FCS) a hint to prepare
for the curriculum that matches
their need and nature.
The forum culminated with a suggestion from CEO Dr. Issa Al
Balushi that Ms. Rida will send
regularly to all the staff at least five
sign languages through Youtube to
enrich continuously the skills of the
staff in communicating with the SN
students.
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Commencing the year 2013 is a gigantic leap of GC as
it incepts and eventually organises a momentous
Charity Festival which is primarily part and parcel of
its niche milestone of social causes, community immersion and academic excellence.

The organisers of the festival (Top L) pose as they supervise the different activities like selling local products in the booths (Top R) musical show of bands (Bottom L) and car show (Bottom R).

The ACM International Collegiate
Programming Contest recently
concluded on the 20th of January
at Sultan Qaboos University.
Aimed at creating a pool of bright
students who are passionate on
programming, the Faculty of Computing Sciences created two teams
who competed elbow to elbow with
other international teams from
Qatar, Bahrain, Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia and Sultanate of Oman.
The members of GC Team 1 were
Nawras Al-Jaramani and KhalifaMuhanna Al Majrafi while the members of the GC Team 2 were
Omaima Khalfan Salim Al-Marzooqi
and Noura Ahmed Al-Hadrami. The
feat put GC teams in the top ten
slate from among the more than 20
international teams after the tough
problem sets were given to assess
the programming skills on different
inputs on sequence, piano notes,
sphere, factors, path, kthstring, sub
sum and divisible.
The GC teams reported in an inter-

view that the competition was
called as Extreme Programming
wherein each team maintains the
system integrated and running all
the time. They substantiated that
each of them as members jot down
all the relevant production code in
pairs, significantly working cooperatively all the time, and used codes
in a consistent style so that they
can improve the designs at any
time to keep it right for the required
needs in problem sets during the
contest.
They likewise added that entry to
the competition was no cakewalk
as the judges were from international arena and International Business Machines Corporation (IBM),
an American technology and consulting corporation based in New
York, United States.
The two teams were coached by
Mr.Abubucker Samsudeen Shaffi,
with the overall guidance of the
FCS Head Dr. Mohanad Al Obaidi.
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Held at the Al Qurum Park, GC
administration steadfastly dedicated the festival to the Special
Needs citizens of the Sultanate of
Oman especially those who are
pursuing a degree despite their
deficiencies. The fund raised was
accorded to the SN students to give
them relief in their education and
profound advancement for their
future.
The GC administration headed by
CEO Dr. Issa Al Balushi and Dean
Dr. Taki Al Abduwani believed that
it has achieved what it set out to
especially with the community folks
and students as they all want to
see again similar charity festival in
the future.
On how it felt to be asked to spearhead this big event, the Student
Affairs Coordinators Mr. Mohamed
Fuad and Ms. Ruqaiya Khamis
Munir Alyousufi with the unfaltering
support and commitment of the
Student Council, the two coordina-
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tors said that the success of the
affair was one of the most remarkable experiences of the whole academe wrapping up the genuine
concerted efforts of the administration, staff and students in connecting GC to the community where its
existence depends on.
The most attended and applauded
part of the festival was the musical
show in the City Theatre which
showcased the different bands of
Oman like Latino Group, Al Wadi
Band, Lugina Group and with the
special participation of Bahrain
Brothers Band.
Other activities were a stage play
by the blind students of Omr Bin El
Khatab Institute, sports show like
karate and taekwondo, photography studio, classic car show and
game competition. Likewise, GC
put up booths where the students
and invited entrepreneurs sold their
local products.
The public supported the festival as
manifested by their overwhelming
response and impressive attendance to the different array of
shows and activities aligned for the
festival.

Faculty of Business, Education and
Law; Prof. Hasting Mc Kenzie,
Dean of the Faculty of Computing,
“We are happy that the locals conEngineering and Sciences; and
tinually patronise GC which is a
some senior staff of SU to adapt
sound indicator that we have
prominent practices in their departgained resolutely the seal of apments having excellent record of
proval from the communities of
providing students with the qualifiOman and recognition of our curcation and aptitude in the UK.
ricular offerings and have achieved
a reputation for developing profes- Meanwhile, Dr. Issa, through the
sionals appropriate for today’s em- project manager Mr. Santhosh
ployment market,” Dr. Issa and Dr. George, humbly reported that the
new campus will showcase the
Taki disclosed in an interview.
state-of-the-art facilities such as
The plan to transfer demonstrates
multi-purpose hall, 1,500 square
the consistent desire of the Board
meter sports complex, amphitheaof Directors (BoD) and the adminitre, clinic, cafeteria and dining
stration in offering courses and
rooms, 50-room hostel, prayer
training with utmost support of
rooms, 58 lecture rooms, and 10 IT
facilities which are deemed relevant
laboratories. The new campus will
to current challenges and issues in
likewise give a halt to complaints
education as required by the Minison parking space because the new
try of Higher Education (MoHE) and
campus has a parking space that
Oman Academic Accreditation
can accommodate more than a
Authority (OAAA) in consonance
thousand vehicles. It has also a
with the thrust of the Sultanate.
1,500 square metre library and a
During their visit, they also met 2,000 square metre Head Office
Prof. Susan Foreman, dean of the
and faculty lounges.
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Gulf College Key Features:
*Well diversified and experienced faculty
*Degrees give ample employment opportunities
*Path to continue degree programmes in the U.K at any
level through Credit Accumulation Transfer System.
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Back to Back

easy and light. The steep demand
of students and staff makes him
shun the rift of sheer sluggish manners. He never wants half-baked
It is not a pretence but it is a truism that many could stand and hark for it because work and easy-go-lucky staff beit is very evident in the midst of those people whom they directly work with. It is cause he wants all things ironed out
worth the effort to turn on for its profusion abounds rich reflection where every- well." Mr. Nasser disclosed, "His
hands never shrink when one has
one could derive ceaseless spring of aspiration and motivation. We are referring concerns to subdue and beleaguerto the tandem of the two Deputy Deans (DDs) of GC whom the editorial board of ing problems to surmount. He is
News Gazette focused on for this issue in its wish to give inspiration and wisdom more than willing to work even beyond office hours
to our readers.
just to meet the
needs of the stuThe editorial board intentionally of FBS, said that his former direct Dr. Bilal Al Omari (1st R) and Mr. Waleed Said (2nd R)
dents and staff."
went around the departments of boss is very democratic where he actively participate in college-wide activities.
Whereas Mr. Abrathe two DDs to get the genuine makes progress and seizes the
ham George, an
feedbacks from their staff and opportunity to make things better.
accountant staff in
some former co-workers in the "He never influences the decision
his
department,
department where they used to of others because he gives ears
agreed that “Mr.
work before they get promoted. to every staff and students and
Waleed is very
So, here comes the unfolding of then gives his simplified solutions
energetic thus he
the stories of Dr. Bilal Al Omari without compromising quality and
solves
problems
and Mr. Waleed Said, our two social relations which sustains
without
tension
academic life in the academe."
promising DDs!
and
can
work
What single word would you Albeit he is sometimes silent, all
under
pressure
decisions made are shared outuse to describe Dr. Bilal?
with utmost effiMr. Abdul Rauf Aga, who was puts and it is neither a monopoly of his staff being the Deputy Dean of
then busy receiving assignments because he has the attitude and Administrative and Finance of the ciency.” He likewise mentioned that
from his students during the inter- willingness to confront unequivo- college. “He is a warm leader whom I his commitment is welded with
view, said that Dr. Bilal is a gen- cally major issues of his staff do not feel fear not like other staff abundant care and understanding
tleman because “he deals with his properly. He never puts true and who has always the feeling of fear which are translated into productivstaff nicely and solves problems genuine actions idle. This, ac- and anxiety when they deal with their ity and efficiency. He always works
right away without sacrificing cording to Dr. Regina Pumaat, manager. His team spirit teems like a to rally for a common purpose which
humanity, openness and fair- and not much else, is the essence wind beneath the wings of every inspires conviction, will and confidence to carry on good performness.” This is substantiated by Dr. of his leadership which fantastic- employee whom he talks with.”
ance.
Revenio Jalagat when he admit- ally draws all the support of his
Mr. Jerson Arana, also an accountted that Dr. Bilal is very approach- staff. Mr. Ibrahim Aldajeh, another
ant staff, said, "To me, Mr. Waleed
able and pragmatist because he FBS Award Leader, likewise arhas two sides: he is strict in terms of
treats issues with the attachment ticulated that Dr. Bilal never gives
quality of work, but he is considerof this maxim: Great frontrunners an order but gives advice which
ate because he talks to his staff
are almost always great simplifi- everyone obeys because it is
when problems arise from the deers, who can cut through argu- deemed significant in helping the
partment in carrying out different
ment and debate to offer a solu- students and in promoting camaprocesses." Mr. Jerson added, "Mr.
raderie and in pondering at goodtion everybody can understand.
Waleed is careful in his decision
While Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed was will in the department. His door is
especially that we deal with fistanding with a group of students always open for all.
nances. His usual litany to everyone
Very
obviously,
Dr.
Bilal
has
the
at the door of F-Block, he spontais to work with precision and within
neously commented that Dr. Bilal wholehearted commitment in
the standard of the college to susalways aims to be loyal to his helping GC grows its legacy
tain the corporate identity GC is
allegiance of loyalty to GC in which the administration considknown for. He gives us constant
developing
notable
qualified ered in putting him into the post
friendly reminders to minimize flaws.
graduates. “This is always his where he is now. He truly demonThis is how he summons a robust
motivation in challenging his staff strates a commitment to shaping
and intense working environment.”
in enhancing the ability of creative an educated and informed Omani
There are enormous ideologies his
and scientific thinking of stu- citizen. With this, he is a Jordapersonality exudes as gleaned from
nian yet he is an Omani at heart.
dents.”
the confession which GC staff
What makes Mr. Waleed a good
Mr. Raviraj Shetty, Award Leader
heeds. The first of these is pruboss? Asking the question, I was
dence; second, determination; and
a bit distraught
third, lowly heart. That's Mr.
when Ms. Zainab
Waleed, not a boss but a leader!
Al Balushi bubbled
out
that
Mr.
Indeed, the two DDs coming
Waleed is not a
boss instead he is This vocal confession was elucidated back to back with each others
a leader. Accord- when Mr. Nasser Salim Alwaheebi, are the strong engines that
ing to Ms. Zainab, PRO staff in the Finance department, muster the courage and foreMr. Waleed puts believed that Mr. Waleed is like his sight we need to put GC at
always himself in big brother who has a compassionate the limelight and pedestal
the shoes and heart in helping do the needs of their
that would outshine any form
level
job without hassles. It never sounds of malady and challenges in
strange when his staff members said
the years to come.
that "Mr. Waleed has always been
Dr. Bilal Al Omari
Mr. Waleed Said
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What is up next issue?
News: Award Board Results
Perspective: Dealing with Student Procrastination
Feature: An Alumni in a High Post
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PERSPECTIVE

The Sultanate of Oman
soared high throughout
the 40 years of journey
with a legacy of diversifying achievements. Part of
this journey is the process of perfection of education for its noble
youths.

Mr. Rizwan
Ahmed
Mr. Rizwan
Ahmed

Akin to this is the mandate of all
tertiary institutions to promote and
deliver the highest level of quality
that have changed the educational
landscape in the Sultanate and
become the top notch in the gulf
region.
At Gulf College, the administration
is inspired with this relentless fortitude and effort of the Sultanate;
thus, it feels the significance of
designing always its structure to
work for the mandates of the Ministry of Higher Education to keep at
par with the clichés and expectations of the Sultanate. Relevant
curricula, coursework, services
and programmes stem from the
widening sustainable development
of policies and procedures as a
result of its affiliation endeavour
with the Staffordshire University in
the United Kingdom. All these
efforts are geared towards the
general welfare of the youths in
their pursuit of academic excellence so that they will become
someday and somehow strong
work force in nation building in the
near future.
It could not be denied that the
aberration and chasm of ignorance
and poverty in many societies in
the world today stifles and restrains downturn of development of
the most valuable resource: our
young.

This is always the pillar at GC
that serves as its egalitarian basis
in making decision to build the
essence of its existence as an active catalyst for change and development in
the different communities in Oman through its flexible curricular offerings for the
youths, both part-time and full-time
students.
It considers the youths as its bottom line in all its endeavours. The
most unique and impressive vista
one could glimpse at GC is the
offering of courses to Special
Needs students, lending a big buzz
in the ears of families for the equal
rights it gives to the youths despite
of physical conditions they have.

“GC’s efforts are
geared towards
the general welfare of the youths
in their pursuit
of academic excellence so that they
will
become
someday
and
somehow strong
work force in nation building . ”

The staff members of Faculty
of Computing Science (FCS)
regularly present and publish
their scholarly works in international conferences and
journals. Again recently, Ms.
Rula Al-Azawi, Award Leader
of FCS, presented her paper
on Analysis of Intelligent
Techniques in Games.
In her presentation in the Arab
Open University, she mentioned
that there are many Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques used in the
new generation of games. This
motivated her to study the most
popular techniques such as finite
state machine, fuzzy logic, neural
networks, genetic algorithms, agent
and machine learning.

MS. Rula Al-Azawi

She finally concluded that the
mostly used A1 techniques are
FSM, Agent, and decision making
because they are very simple.
However, other A1 techniques such
as GA and NN require extra run
time and speedy CPU.
The said paper presentation programme where Ms. Rula served as
a presenter was organized by
European Technology Institute
(ETI) and was sponsored by Arab
Open University, Eurosis, LMS
Engineering Innovation and University of Gent.

She explained in her paper the
important AI requirement criteria
that need to appear in games and
how AI techniques could be used
with different type of games. Some
of the criteria she used were a)
manage game world, b) optimal
solution, c) path finding, d) decision
making, and e) developing game
Meanwhile, Ms. Rula told News
strategy.
Gazette that she is again considerShe identified in her paper several ing at submitting another paper on
game types which are related and
game analysis in international jourlinked to each of the 5 A1 criteria.
nal for publication next month. This
She added that the main goal of AI is in consonance to the objectives
in games is to simulate the of the FCS in particular and GC in
general in uplifting its research
intelligent behaviour and to make
Harking back to the excellence we the games believable, challenging
endeavour as recommended by the
have achieved, GC is seeing more
OAAA.
and full of fun at the same.
conferences and workshops with its
counterparts in SU springing up at
a regular interval in every semester
Table1.A1 requirements for games.
to enrich the pedagogies of lecturers and to ensure the maximum
A1 Requirement
Game Type
Game Name
delivery of modules.
Manage game world
FPS-RTS
Doom, Quake, UnGC really plays a key role in emreal, CCTP, Enemy
powering the lives of the youths of
Nations
Oman, for a future simmering with
promise and abundance.
Optimal Solutions
RTS
CDD
I, being the Assistant Dean on AfPath Finding
Sport Game, Racing Dirt Track Racing
filiation Affairs of GC, give my saluGame, RTS
tation to the administration for its
Decision Making
Action Game, RTS
SWAT2, CCTP
impetus efforts in improving the
Learning
Racing Fight, Action, Dirt Track Racing,
overall framework of the college
Adventure, Strategy Battle Cruiser 3000
relevant to the needs and thrusts of
Game
AD
the Sultanate in nation building
Developing Game RTS
CDD
through youth empowerment.
Strategy

